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“SBS can get 180 million good stories about Pakistan instead of portraying a negative image all the time.”  
Hon.Collin Roberts 

 

Members of Management Committee 

 

Dr. Zarrin S Siddiqui  

Dr. Fatima Khushnud 

Ms. Maria Farooq 

Ayesha Haq (VIC) 

Rida Ahmed (ACT) 

Zahid Khalil (NSW) 
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Dear All 

Please find a snapshot of our achievements during the year. Five 

years on, our activities are increasing with new projects being 

introduced.  With members now in Canberra, Melbourne and 

Sydney we are spreading our wings however for the activities we 

have to restrict ourselves to WA because of the registration within 

this state. 

Yet, for the purpose of consultations and policy submissions it is 

great to have representation across Australia. 

 

 

 

Zarrin S Siddiqui 

President 

23rd March 2016 
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Our vision 

This group was formed with main objective 

to promote social cohesion incorporating 

three key features. (Figure 1) 

a. Collaborations 

b. Communications 

c. Connections 

 

 

 

F
Figure 1: Strategic Plan 

Collaborations 

 

Community Development Programs 

a. City of South Perth 

b. Cota WA 

c. Hepatitis WA 

d. DESI WA 

e. Australian Asian Association 

f. Muslim Social & Sports Centre 

g. Office of Multicultural Interests 

Individual requests 

a. 279 requests for employment 

b. 112 requests for accommodation 

c. 52 requests related to education providers 

d. 23 requests for assistance with immigration queries 

e. 2 referrals for support to victims of domestic violence  

f. 2 requests for legal assistance  
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PAKISTAN DAY IN HARMONY 

   
 

To coincide with harmony day, Pakistan Day was celebrated at a newly opened Pakistani 

restaurant Shah Jahan Grill.  

The event was hosted by Ms. Maria Farooq (Treasurer) and included Ms. Anam Mazhar, 

Hon. Collin Roberts the Hon. Investment Consul General of Pakistan in Perth and Hon. 

Margaret Quirk, Member for Girrawheen and Shadow Minister Multicultural Interests.  

Apologies were received from Hon. Andrea Mitchell, Member from Kingsley, Mayors of 

Joondalup, Stirling and Melville.  

The highlight of the evening was the presence of Mr. Ayaz Khan, the comedian anchor and 

entertainer form Pakistan as well as traditional Pakistani food.  

Dr. Zarrin S Siddiqui welcomed the guests and presented an overview of the activities 

undertaken by the Group last year. She raised the issues faced by the community and the 

support provided by the key stake holders. She particularly highlighted that the media 

coverage of young IS fighters is directly proportional to the increasing Islamophobia among 

the Australian public so we need to be mindful that it puts extra pressure on the ethnic 

communities more so when the peak bodies do not consider Islamophobia as an ethnic 

issue.  

 

YOUME SHUHADA: 30th April 4 -6 pm at the University of Western 
Australia  
 
Pakistanis in Australia in collaboration with UWA International Relations Society arranged a lecture by  
Brig. Muhammad Asghar, Defence Advisor- High Commission for Pakistan on  “the role of Pakistan Army 
in the war on terror” followed by discussion. Brig. Asghar specially came from Canberra for the event. 
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The majority of participants in attendance were students from UWA. A dinner was arranged in the 
evening for the guest. 
 

A CATH LAB FOR BALUCHISTAN 
This was one of our biggest achievements last year. As the Fremantle hospital closed there was 

an opportunity for one of the Cath Labs to be donated to Pakistan. The province of Baluchistan 

has no such facility available for cardiac patients so Rotary Club got involved in the process and 

PIA participated in the fundraising campaign. The Cath Lab arrived in Pakistan in May. 

 

 

Figure 2  Cath Lab Collaboration with Rotary Club in Rockingham 

 

 

Figure 3 Peter, Beth (Rotary Club of Rockingham), Zarrin with Brig. Asghar 
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SEMINAR ON CULTURAL DIVERSITY 

 

Dr. Asifa Asif participated as a speaker in the seminar organised by the Health Consumers’ 
Council.  The Panel consisted of people from various cultural backgrounds and areas of service 
provision who will share their knowledge and experience around culturally aware practice, 
building culturally inclusive services and discussing the importance of cultural awareness in 
best practice.  
 

 
CELEBRATE WA DAY 

Go Basanti, was the theme for Celebrate WA day this year as we all pledged to relax with our 

collaborator DESI WA. There was no better venue than Perth foreshore to celebrate the day 

with sausage sizzle. Thanks to the City of South Perth and Office of Road Safety for their 

support towards this event. 160 kites were distributed among the community members. 

Thanks to Pakistani residents in South Perth who provided support for the event and to Ms. 

Tabassum who took charge of the kite distribution which were all gone by 2.30 pm so a huge 

number missed out. 

 

Figure 4 When kites fly high on Perth foreshore 
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EID & INDEPENDENCE: HAND IN HAND 

Aiman Sabir formally opened the event following national anthems with recitation from the holy 

Quran. Zarrin Siddiqui welcomed the guests and acknowledged the grants received from Office of 

Road Safety and Hepatitis WA. Fifteen guests received free tickets to the event who were declared 

winners of the Hepatitis Awareness Quiz being held during the Hepatitis Awareness Week 2015.  

Hon. Alannah Mc Tiernan congratulated the Pakistani community on the Independence Day and 

she particularly praised the recitation from young Aiman Sabir.  

She acknowledged the concerns raised by Pakistani community through their submission to 

proposed changes in the Citizenship Act and the participation in the recently conducted Forum by 

herself with other community leaders.  

Hon. Margaret Quirk in her speech highlighted the role of Pakistani community and specially made 

reference to the Pakistan Day resolution in 1940 which set the stage for the creation of Pakistan  

The other guests who attended the event were Hon. Janine Freeman, James McHale from the ABC 

TV, Cr. Nguyen from City of Wanneroo, Ramdas Sankaran, Executive Officer from Multicultural 

Services Centre of WA, Anita Kinkela, President of Filipino Australian Multicultural Association and 

members of Rotary Club Rockingham, Department of Border Force and WA Police.  

Saad Saleem and the WA dance group Jhoom performed at the event.  

 

PIA FACES AFP X1 IN FAYYAZ SUMBUL FOUNDATION MATCH 

 

The first friendly cricket match between PIA Cricket team and Australian Federal Police was a great 
experience for us. Players from both sides gave their best shots with Michael Nicholas and Ramis 
Hassan leading the two teams. Both teams played 30 overs each and Pakistani team won by 17 
runs.  
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Eid-ul-Azha 2016 

The event was celebrated in collaboration 

with Muslim Social and Sports Centre through 

funding form Office of Multicultural Interests. 

It was very warm day but attendance was still 

huge and performances were great. Pakistani 

band Talbees also performed on the occasion 

with a number of other groups. 
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PIA Hosts the High Commissioner of Pakistan HE Naela Chohan  

Last year the High Commissioner of Pakistan visited WA on the invitation of the 
premier. During her four day visit, PIA hosted a dinner to welcome her. 
 

 
Figure 5 High Commissioner of Pakistan at PIA dinner 

 

SENIORS WEEK 2015

 
With support from Department of Local Government and Communities and Lotterywest we 
organised the literary evening in collaboration with Sanskiriti WA. Sir Yaar Khan Azhar very kindly 
presided the evening while Mr. Nazar Khan facilitated the event and Mr. Prem Mathurjee looked 
after the logistics of the event. 
 

 

Figure 6 The literary evening 
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Hire King provided the audio support and Mr. Sharad Sharma managed the venue with Ms. Chaya. 

This year we were also luck that Mr. Ghalib performed at the event and rendered melodious 

ghazals from the poets of both Pakistan and India. 

 

NEW INITIATIVES 

SiS: SISTER SUPPORT IS OUR NEW INITIATIVE  

Unfortunately we still receive requests for support from women who have been victim of domestic 

violence or are at the verge of a family break up. While there is legal aid support available for the 

victim, for someone who is not well versed with English and/or has a male lawyer it is very difficult 

to convey what she has been going through. It becomes more difficult when one has to face her 

spouse (and his family) in the court. A need has arisen where we have been asked if there is 

someone who can just go with the victim to lawyer or court of law as a support. We will be looking 

for volunteers who can devote some time and have already Bushra Khan on board. 

SAATHI: SUPPORT ACTIVE AGEING THROUGH HEALTHY INITIATIVES 

This project will provide opportunity to the senior citizens to mix with all and plan activities that 

they want to participate in. With the continued success of poetry evening we will be looking 

forward for other activities of interest for this group. 

Communications 

Amendments to citizenship act were of serious concerns and we asked our members to provide 

feedback so these can be communicated to the higher authorities. 

Figure 7: In parliament dated 13th August 2015 
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Two forums were attended beside a written submission. Hon. Alannah MacTiernan voiced our 

concerns effectively in the parliament. The submission is available on 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/270054040/National-Consultation-on-Citizenship-PIA-Response This 

submission was the result of 67 responses that we had and as far as we are informed ours was the 

only submission from an ethnic community which is predominantly Muslim. 

PIA NEWS https://www.scribd.com/PIAInc  

26 issues were circulated to subscribers through email, website and social media. Our 100th issue was 

the highlight of the year. 

 

Twitter @piainc   252 subscribers compared to 122 in 2014 and 25 in 2013 

 

Facebook 

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/pakistanisinaustralia/ has 7222 members compared 

to 5890 members in 2014 and 2620 in Dec 2013.  

 

 

 

https://www.scribd.com/PIAInc
https://www.facebook.com/groups/pakistanisinaustralia/
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Google + https://plus.google.com/u/1/+PiaIncorporated  

 

Website: http://pakistanisinaustrali.wix.com/piainc   

 

Youtube 

 

Three more videos uploaded. 

 

https://plus.google.com/u/1/+PiaIncorporated
http://pakistanisinaustrali.wix.com/piainc
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Connections 

Australia Day project 

Our Australia Day Project is growing bigger every year with more than one event happening. In 

2013 we also started working on a project to seek donations and used pair of eye glasses for 

Pakistan which may help someone who cannot afford to buy eye glasses. The Theosophical 

Order of Service were our major contributor to this project in 2014 and we were able to collect 

more than 100 eye glasses which have been distributed free of cost through a medical student 

led project in Azad Jammu Kashmir Medical College.  This is now an ongoing project while 

another one for Australia Day 2015 is the solar light project which was initiated last year in 

response to a request from Children Health and Education Foundation, Pakistan. Funding for  

twenty  solar lights were provided in Siddiq Marai and Misri Panhor Goth of Vur City near 

Thatta (Sindh) to remove the darkness and to brighten their houses with the help of solar 

lights. 

 

 

Figure 8: Solar lights for Pakistan 
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Collaborative communities Network 

A new network was initiated by the Fillipino Australian Multicultural Association and PIA joined 

hands to help the community in Nepal. Pakistani community give away blankets and other 

items of urgent need to be taken immediately to Nepal by Ms. Suesh Rana who was already 

working in the affected area through her previous links. In addition a dinner was also arranged 

by FAMAS with support from sister organisation to support rebuilding of one school. 

 

Figure 9 Collaborative communities Network 

 

Connections with other groups 

 AAA Aged Care Management Committee 

 Red Cross Community Stakeholders Forum 

 DESI WA Group 

 DIBP stakeholders Group 

 Filipino Australian Multicultural Association 

 Muslim Social and Sports Association 

 Perth Detention Centre 

 Sanskiriti WA 

 The Theosophical Order of Services 

 WA Police 

 Children Health and Education Foundation, Pakistan 
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NOMINATIONS AND HONOURS 

 

TREASURER OF THE YEAR 

Maria Farooq received certificate of appreciation for the 

excellent work and valuable time she gives to the Group.  
 

 

WA YOUTH AWARD 

 

Rida Ahmed was finalist in the WA Youth Award for ECU 

Leadership Category. She was primarily nominated for her 

efforts to bring Asia Pacific Model United Nations Conference 

to Perth in 2015 and took the leadership role to make it a 

great success with 600 delegates and specially providing 

opportunity to WA Youth to participate which is often limited 

because of the distance and expenses involved in going 

interstate. 

 

Hon. Andrea Mitchell also sent a personal note of 

congratulations to her. 

 
 
HIGH COMMISSION OF PAKISTAN 
 
The Pakistan High Commission also requested for a list of dignitaries to be invited for the 
reception to introduce the new Honorary Counsel in Perth. Following Pakistanis from Perth 
were included in the list provided by PIA as they all have done exceptionally well in their 
fields irrespective of their association with PIA. No member of the PIA management 
committee was included in the list. 
 
Mr. Yaar Khan Azhar 
Ms. Shahzadi Rukh  
Prof. Mian Ajmal  
Mr. Ahmed Saeed  
Dr. Jahangeer  
Mr.  Asghar Jamil  
Mr. & Mrs. Shahid Shakoor  
Mr. Iqbal Khan 
Mr. Faiz Khan 
 

Mr. Nazar khan  
Mr. Almas khan  
Miss. Maryam Khan 
Miss Sarah Awan  
Mr. Abdullah Khan  
Mr. Shakil Khan 
Mr. Tamjid Aijazi  
Mr. M Asim 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT DIVISION, WA POLICE  

Community Engagement Division of WA Police was nominated for Channel Nine award in the team 

category. It was an acknowledgment of team members with whom we are working on different 

issues such as Islamophobia, Domestic Violence and Road Safety and they have been of immense 

help to us as and when required. 

Mrs. Shireen Qamar has been nominated by the Group to be on WA Police Advisory Committee to 

deal with women issues. 

Mr. Wasif Zia was nominated to attend the WA Police Commissioner’s morning tea with Muslim 

community due to his work and commitment towards road safety. 

HASSAN ASIF: This was one tragic event that brought all the Pakistani community together 

in Australia. While online petition was arranged, PIA issued media releases and was part of the 

campaign that originated from Melbourne. Similarly we ensured that regular update is 

provided to community and was acknowledged by all.  Hassan lost the battle on 6th January, 

2016 after winning his appeal to bring mum next to him. 

 

 

 

Figure 10:  Excerpt from Sada-e-Watan Sydney 

A number of media requests were received during the year and we ensured that instead of one person 

taking all the limelight, the most appropriate person from the community takes the call. This helps us in 

capacity development as well as giving due credit to members who work behind the scene. 

For Al Jazeera Television, Mian Manzoor from Melbourne was nominated, For SBS, this year the 

opportunity was provided to Saad Saleem, Hamza Khan and Tamjid Aijazi as spokesperson on behalf of 

PIA. Anam Mazhar was the guest speaker at Pakistan Day ceremony representing Muslim youth. 
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Treasurer’s report 
 

 

With all the new projects initiated we had little time to apply for grants however all three grants have 

been acquitted and for 2016 we already have three grant applications submitted so we will keep fingers 

crossed. We have not renewed the public liability insurance this year as well as have once again not 

been able to audit the accounts because income and expenses did not allow. Having said that it has not 

affected the activities which have spread across the state and a full statement of account is presented. 

Maria Farooq  

          

Treasurer 
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Statement of Expenses 

Jan 2015 – Dec 2015 

 

ITEMS INCOME EXPENSES 
Opening balance 141.81   

Solar Lights in Pakistan 258 258 

Cath Lab Donations 5840 5840 

Pakistan and Harmony: Hand in 
Hand event 

2500 3000 

City of South Perth Grant 1000 1000 

Dinner with Defence Advisor   300 

Pakistan day event 3534 3660 

Eidul Azha Lunch   200 

Seniors Week grant 715 715 

Hepatitis WA Grant 665 665  

Office of Road Safety Grant 660 660 

Membership 220   

Fayyaz Sumbul Foundation BBQ   180 

Donation 1000   

Banner   139 

Dinner High commissioner 1800 2100 

ECCWA Membership   33 

Miscellaneous   100 

Interest  0.46   

Fee    1 

TOTAL $18,334.27 $18,186.00 

Closing Balance as of 31st Dec 2015 $148.22 
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Final word 
 

 

Thanks to all of you for another productive year. It was a very special year for me as I completed my 

PhD. I now look forward to spend more time on projects in future.  

Fatima 

 

Secretary 

 

                                                                             

 

                                                                 

 

Figure 11: Go Basanti on WA Day 
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Figure 12 Matters of the Heart: A literary evening 



 
 

Publications and Media Releases 

Media Release 04/15 

This is not what Easter was meant for! 
Little we knew when we went for Easter break that it will be a tearful and emotionally charged four day 

break as we witnessed another massacre killing 145 students in Kenya, less than 4 months since 

Pakistani community faced a similar incident. The only difference was that in Pakistan, both murderers 

and victims were Muslims but the pain and grief was same. At both ends tears were the same as the 

loved ones say goodbye. 

As if this grief was not enough, rallies across Australia to reclaim Australia were salt on the wounds, 

reclaiming from whom? Muslims, who have been always part of the Australia and still have to convince 

others that they are law abiding citizens who own this home  as much as others? This led to counter 

rallies which were arranged to confront the reclaimers and ugly incidents like burning of flags were 

witnessed and projected globally through media. While the ordinary Australians were trying to get a 

sense of what’s happening at home, the media presenters and politicians by chance were not letting 

this opportunity go.  

We saw Ms. Hansen once again making her ignorance public through wise remarks about Islam while   

on the other hand Andrew Bolt on channel ten tried to convince people along with another expert that 

what happened in Kenya was actually according to Muslim ideology? He even tried to support his 

assertions using the glimpses from ABC Q&A showing Muslim community leaders who are all great 

Australians irrespective of what their religions are and they rightfully deserve to be on Q&A.  

These incidents are very difficult for Muslim ethnic communities as they are the ones directly affected 

by negative portrayal in the hands of experts. All they do is create doubts among others to create 

disharmony. One wonders if Andrew Bolt has studied Islam he would have told the audience that our 

Prophet PBUH used to set prisoners of war free in return for educating others.  The holy book Quran 

that we believe starts with Rabbul- Aalameen i.e. an Allah for All. It also describes that saving a life 

means saving the whole humanity.  

Similarly respected Ms. Hansen and Ms. Lambie along with other political leaders with similar thinking 

may perhaps benefit from an intern who could search for them what word halal means? How Muslim 

women feel about Hijab etc.? 

At the state and federal level, one does understand that most of the community development grants 

are not meant for religious purposes but there is clear evidence that media personnel and politicians 

may require an educational trip to different religious groups to understand that religions play an 

important role in the multiculturalism which makes Australia a beautiful place to live. People who 

attended open days at mosques have always commented that they learnt a great deal about Islam.  

They can also visit Pakistan to see for themselves that despite a large number of sacrifices in the hands 

of terrorists all again in the name of Islam, there is complete absence of any Islamophobia. And if it is 

not feasible in the current economy there are definitely lessons to learn from Kenya where everyone is 

standing together defying that a terrorist’s attack will let Muslims and Christians grow apart. It has 

unified them. Together in Grief, United Kenya stands. 
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